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By Tom Sleigh

Graywolf Press,U.S., United States, 2011. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 226 x 163 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Over by the cemetery next to the CP you could see them in wild catmint
going crazy: I watched them roll and wriggle, paw it, lick it, chew it, leap about, pink tongues stuck
out, drooling. from Army Cats Tom Sleigh s poetry swerves dramatically from the ordinary
moment to the onrush of emergency or to the elusive past or to the unexpectedly comic. In Army
Cats, Sleigh confronts the more feral aspects of war, journalism, art, and selfhood. Many of these
poems are seen as if through the haze after the detonation of a roadside bomb, or while the smoke
hasn t yet cleared from history in the making. One poem describes the fallout after a wedding is
interrupted by an explosive; still another attempts to re-create the execution of Saddam Hussein as
distorted by a cell-phone video recording found on YouTube. This is brilliant new work by one of
America s finest and most relevant poets.
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It in a single of my personal favorite pdf. It really is writter in basic words instead of hard to understand. Your daily life period will be transform as soon as
you complete looking over this pdf.
-- V ena  Sa uer  DDS-- V ena  Sa uer  DDS

These kinds of book is every thing and helped me hunting forward plus more. It is probably the most remarkable book we have read through. It is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Ever ett Sta nton-- Ever ett Sta nton
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